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 alghulam.com 

 blog 

"Nasir Ahmad Sultani has labelled me a liar officially on his blog on 26 Noovember 2011"(P-2)

 blog 



"Therefor Nasi Ahmad Sultani, You are not satisfied with Almighty Allah's choice when He raised me

as Khalifatullah(Caliph of Allah) and you do not accept that Allah has made me  Nabi'ullah and you 

are taking yourself as a very superior;therefor come forward and sign the form of Mubahila also 

(from page64-68).The major part of this Mubahila concerns to Janbah Sahib, but as you Nasir Ahmed 

 Sultani considers me a liar, therfore come to the court of Allah and officially sign and date the documnt   

;come  in the court of Allah, accept this challenge of Mubahila (by the way, this week you sent me an 





email whereby you said"Challenge Accepted" but you have to sign and date the document and put the 

seal of your Jammat).(P-6)
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